For Longer,
Faster Growing
BLONDE Hair...
Quick Grow Blonde Icon is a rich voilet pigmented shampoo that contains our
Advanced Amino Technology to assist in speeding up your hair growth, while
keeping your blonde hair beautifully bright and toned from the inside out. This
nourishing deep cleansing sulphate and sodium chloride free range contains
additional PCA’s for improved moisture retention and deep conditioning for your
hair. Formulated by Trichologist Raphael Tome, endorsed and recommended by
hair and beauty professionals worldwide.

Raphael Tomé

TRICHOLOGIST AND MEMBER OF IAT
FORMULATOR AND OWNER OF QUICK GROW™

Visit www.quickgrow.co for more information

BLONDE ICON

THE WORLD’S FIRST
TONING HAIR GROWTH SHAMPOO
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Month 1
Start by taking 2 capsules every morning, and
drinking the Advanced Amino Hair Shake every
afternoon at around 3:00pm. This powerful
combination builds up your amino reserves
giving your body all the ‘building materials’ it
needs to produce keratin at its fastest rate.

Our unique Blonde Icon shampoos and conditioners work deep within the
scalp and folicles to create a refreshed, toned and balanced environment
to deliver our nourishing and invigorating herbal, mineral and amino
formula in a moisture rich creamy violet pigmented blend to achieve
bright blonde HAIR TODAY, LONG BLONDE TOMORROW.

Our supplements deliver a precise dose of unique herbal extracts and
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Month 2
Still taking your 2 capsules a day, you will introduce the
Blonde Icon Shampoo and Conditioner to your hair care
regime. Washing your hair every 2 days; decant a tiny
amount of shampoo (emulsified in your hands first before
applying to your scalp), then apply to your roots and scalp
by gently rubbing your fingertips in a criss-cross method
across the entire scalp. Rinse and repeat. The conditioner
can be applied as normal to the entire strand from root to
tip, but remember to apply to your roots and scalp too!
Rinse with cool water.

aminos that assist in improved keratin production within the body, giving
your body all the building materials it needs to produce hair
at its fastest rate. When our supplements and topical range are used
together and as often as possible, you could experience up to three times
faster hair growth*
*the recorded average achieved in South Africa over 5 years
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Month 3 onwards...
Month 3 onwards is about consistency and maintaining a
healthy hair growth regime. You will achieve this by taking
2 capsules a day, washing your hair every 2 days
(remembering to use a very small amount of shampoo and
focusing only on your roots) and drinking the Hair Shake
every day. This regime must be maintained until you
achieve your hair growth goals (and beyond!). So happy
growing and remember that consistency is key!

TM

FOR WOMEN

SULPHATE FREE | SODIUM CHLORIDE FREE | PARABEN & DEA FREE
NOT TESTED ON ANIMALS

Also available in 250ml packs, 500ml packs and family collection box sets.
Please ask your stylist or visit www.quickgrow.co for more information.

